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L ABSTRACT

The simulator models, belonging to the STUDS-family,
which have been developed at Studsvik in cooperation
with the Swedish utilities, are briefly described. The
scope of the simulation is presented and the fundamental
equations used are indicated. Different needs have led
to a number of STUDS-versions for BWR and PWR type plants,
primarily intended for application in the following
fields:

transient analysis

system design verification

control system development

testing of new on-line techniques for dis-
turbance analysis, noise analysis, man-
machine communication, etc

training of power plant operators

operational planning

The simulator was initially implemented on a hybrid com-
puter system but more recent work has led to pure digital
simulations maintaining the real time feature and adding
features like snapshot and backtrack. The latest version
for PWR is used at the Halden Project and in the general
purpose COMPACT SIMULATOR, developed at Studsvik and
made commercially available.

Contribution to the Enlarged Halden Programme Group
Meeting on Process Supervision and Control in Nuclear
Power Plants, 6th - 9th June, 1977, Fredrikstad, Norway.
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Background

The need for extensive simulation of nuclear power plants

became apparent to the Swedish utilities when their first

units were to be ordered in the late sixties. The first

STUDS-aodel, coapleted by AB Atoaenergi and the State Power

Board in cooperation dates from that period. Although several

modifications and complements have been introduced during

the passed years initiated-by arisen needs, the different

versions developed still have much in common.

The models describe all main components of the plant, viz

the reactor core, coolant recirculation and stem generating

systeas, and the turbo-generator including the feedwater sys-

• teas. Elaborate models of the control and protection systems

are included. In the modelling work the aim has been to match

the degree of sophistication of the different parts of the

model. The scope of the model is to simulate transients,

which can be anticipated during the life time of the power

plant. The models adequately describe phenomena occurring

in the normal power range, while studies of severe accidents

like LOCA or detailed analysis of local core transients are

outside the intended scope of the STUDS programs.

The interest was from the very beginning focused on real

• time applications. As this could most conveniently be real-

ized by utilizing the combined features of analog and digital

computers, it was natural to implement the models on the

* hybrid computing facility at Studsvik [1]. Some versions are

even run faster than real time. As more powerful digital

mini-computers have become available, purely digital versions

of the STUDS-modeIs have been developed maintaining the real

time simulation feature.

Fundamental equations

The distribution of the neutron flux, • , in the core is de-

scribed in the axial dimension by the one-group diffusion

equation



with the delayed neutron precursor equation

TT " 'VS. • Vk-* V*

with conventional notation.

The approximations applied are

i) the prompt jump approximation

t b) a spatial division of the core height into a
number of nodes, typically 16

The nuclear parameters D, I »(k^-1) and I -k^ are all ex-

pressed as polynomials of the fuel temperature, moderator

density, absorber rod content and the boron and xenon con-

centrations in the node. The values of the coefficients in

the polynomials are determined using the results from ex-

tensive computer codes for fuel cell calculations. The latest

STUDS-versions also accept a prescribed axial burnup distri-

bution as input parameter.

!>>' The description of the average coolant channel is based on

the principles of conservation of mass, energy and momentum.

In the BWR-versions (STUDS-1) these equations must be comple-

te merited by empirical correlations like the slip factor (Zuber

& Findlay) and two-phase friction factor. The hybrid PWR-

model (STUDS-2) includes the subcooled boiling which may

take place in a central zone of the core while this is neg-

lected in the digital PVR-code (STUDS-20). Empirical rela-

tions are also used for the heat transfer from the primary

to the secondary side of the steam generators in a PWR. The

flow circuit of the primary side is divided into a number of

nodes while the spatial dependence is neglected on the secon-

dary side. The steam flow through the turbine is described

by three first order equations representing the high pressure



turbine, the reheater and the low pressure turbine. When

the circuit breaker is closed the generator power is cal-

culated from a weighted sum of the high and low pressure

turbine flows.

The simulation of the main control circuits and the pro-

tection system closely follows the actual system design,

causing events like runback and trip to occur on the same

conditions as in the real plant.

g In cases where experimental results are available verfica-

tion tests of the models have been performed with satisfac-

tory results [2,3].

I
Applications

At an early stage the STUOS-models were used for transient

analysis and stability studies of different kinds. The ir.oJels

at that time gave a first and valuable insight into the dy-

namical behaviour of different systems, the coupling between

the variables and the quantitative effects of various system

parameters on the transients.

In the design and construction phase of the reactors Oskars-

hamn 2 and Barsebäck 1 the utilities made extensive use of

I the STUDS-1 model for §y.stem_design_verification 14]. In

particular the control systems were investigated and in

some cases alternative designs were initiated by the re-

ff suits of the simulation.

The STUDS-1 model has been extensively used for development

and test of advanced_reactor_control concepts i.e. investi-

gations of methods for identification of BWR core dynamics

[5] and development of an integrated control system for

power and pressure control of a BWR using optimal control

theory [6]. In these studies, the control system has been

based on a linearization of STUDS-1 and tested on the non-

linear process represented by the STUDS-1 model.



A growing field of application for the STUDS simulator nodeIs

is the tes^ing_of_on;line_techni3ues_for_disturbance_analjsisi

proposed systems to a simulator model fairly realistic tests

of the performance can be obtained during the development

work. Different schemes can be compared and the interaction

with operators in different situations can be studied. The

STUDS-modeIs are used for work in this field both in Studsvik

and Halden and a separate paper on the application at the

Halden Project is being presented [7].

The value of minisioulators for basic_grincigle_training has

been demonstrated in about 50 training courses which have been

given to nuclear plant personnel [8], using the STUDS-modeIs

complemented by control desks with the most essential instru-

ments and controllers. Essentially all operators of the

Swedish nuclear power plants have attended these courses.

The simulator has proved to be a valuable tool for the train-

ing of both fresh and more experienced personnel. The less

experienced trainee aquires a first hand practical under-

standing of plant dynamics and of the basic modes of opera-

tion. The more experienced trainees are brought to a deeper

understanding of the main plant characteristics by the con-

centrated sequence of events and consequences which are

shown by the simulator displays and which are not usually

experienced in the daily operation of the plant. Furthermore

they are given the opportunity to evaluate and discuss the

course of events, without having to take the regular actions.

Generally the duration of the training courses with the com-

pact simulator at Studsvik is two days.

For tnor3 efficient use of a simulator of che described type

it should be located at the nuclear power plants. Therefore

AB Atomenergi has recently developed a complete simulator

facility including all necessary hardware and software, which

is marketed as the COMPACT SIMULATOR. It comprises in its

basic PWR and BWR version a control desk and the instructor's

terminal which are connected to a digital computer inside

the desk. The front panel visualizes the main circuits of

the nuclear power plant by mimic diagrams. The response fo



operator actions appears on instruments and alarm annun-

ciators in real time. It is possible for the user to freeze

the simulation to permit discussion and to continue simula-

tion at any time. Process states of special interest can be

stored, to be reloaded later. Further, an automatic back-

track facility is supplied. The user can thus recall the

situation displayed a few minutes previously. Malfunctions

can be introduced by the user from the terminal.

Finally the COMPACT SIMULATOR can give valuable support to

the o£erational_£lanning for the power plant [3]. Alterna-

tive strategies can be compared by predictive simulations.

Thus consequences of present and expected power demand, like

day/night or weekend changes or xenon transients caused by

local or global power changes can be evaluated. The COMPACT

SIMULATOR can also offer plant operators the possibility of

keeping the actual prospects of the plant updated in case

of malfunctions. The simulator can thus supply the reactor

operation crew with actual guidelines and the dispatch

center with relevant information about tolerable changes

in power demand in the nearest future.

Conclusion

The general experience gained from the use of the STUDS models

is that they have proved to be a convenient and useful tool

for a large variety of tasks in the nuclear plant simulation

field. The chosen scope of the models has proved to be ade-

quate for all the applications listed in the previous chapter.

It can be expected that many further areas will be entered

into where simulation with this type of simulator is advan-

tageous. Especially in the field of on-site simulation in-

cluding on-line disturbance analysis etc the potential for

improvements of operational and safety characteristics

appears to be great.
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